PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS & DETAILS
UPHOLSTERY

UPHOLSTERY
Wood: All products are made of kiln-dried hard woods. We use an arrangement of different woods such as
Maple, Alder, and Birch on standard spec products and most custom pieces.
Construction: The factories use double-dowel and glued joints on all furniture, when necessary. High
pressure stapling is executed with the highest grade of rust-free staples available.
Springs: 8-11 guage steel sinuous springs are used in our furniture. When possible, we will use springs in
the seat as well as the back. Eight-way hand-tie coil springs can also be fulfilled within our factory by our expert
craftsmen.
Webbing: Our factory uses a combination of multiple types of webbing to manufacture the most comfortable
an ergonomic furniture.
Finishing: We are able to match any color given a sample. Using the highest quality finishing products in the
industry, we are able to create beautiful custom finish colors to fit the intent of the furniture.
Metal: Our metal capabilities include steel and aluminum. We are able to match any finish, color or style.
Foam: All our foams are completely CA-117 certified. Our standard foam is 1.8 lb. however, we have the ability to manufacture to any spec of foam. Down, feather, blown poly, cotton, or memory foam are all available as
options. We have also designed our own foam and custom layered options for clients to inspect at our factory
showroom.
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS & DETAILS
CASEGOODS

CASEGOODS
Solid Wood: All products are made with dried hard woods that meet industry standard specifications for
moisture content.
Panels: All furniture is made from MDF and meets international quality standards: free of formaldehyde and
other harmful glues and chemicals. There are no exceptions to this rule! By using this material, our furniture
can withstand a higher degree of wear and tear than our competitors’ products.
Hardware: All staples, screws and nails used in the construction of our furniture is rust-proof. We have
a catalog of options for handles, glides, knobs etc., for which the specs slightly differ depending on material
chosen by client.
Finishing: Our in-house, expert finishing team uses a 7-10 layer process to finish all furniture before it ships
from the factory. Internationally recognized brand-names Propan and Axzo Noble, are the companies that supply our finishing supplies. Clients may choose a custom sample match, or chose from our pre-designed color
options.
Metal: Our metal capabilities include steel and aluminum. We are able to match any finish, color or style.
Drawers: All drawers are constructed with dove-tail joints using Albasia wood (an indigenous Indonesian
hardwood), to ensure strength and logevity of our products.
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